
Articulatory Phonology:
Looking backward and forward



Looking back…

• Origins of Articulatory 
Phonology around 1983.

• What were the issues that 
gave rise to this approach?

• What were the key ideas that 
Articulatory Phonology 
developed to address these 
issues?

• In the years since, what have 
we learned about phonology 
and speech using these key 
ideas?

• Looking forward, what might 
we still hope to learn using 
these ideas.
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Cathe Browman ca, 1985



The Problem:
Apparently incompatible 
descriptions of speech
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Audio waveform of the utterance “Jane may earn more money by working hard.” 
Labels represent automatic segmentations using forced alignment (see Section 3 for more explanation). 
Lower panels: Degree of constriction formed by five vocal tract effectors over time, estimated from pixel 
intensities in real-time MRI images. The higher the value, the narrower the constriction. The arrow 
identifies the lip closure gesture associated with /m/ in “may.”
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Pharyngeal

• Phonological 
• sequence of discrete symbols from 

a small inventory that recombine 
to form different words

• Physical 
• continuous, context-dependent 

variation in many articulatory, 
aerodynamic, acoustic parameters

“Jane may earn more money by working hard”



• Historically (e.g. Hockett, 1960) the incompatibility is “resolved” by 
separating cognitive and physical descriptions.

• But this just pushes back the problem.

Phonological Units Physical 
Measurements

Discrete Continuous

Time-invariant Time-varying

Context-independent Context-dependent

Low Dimensionality High Dimensionality

The problem… Fowler, 1976; 1980



Articulatory Phonology:  
Key ideas of resolution

• Dynamical systems 
representation 

• Articulatory Synergy 
representation

• Temporal overlap of 
subsegmental units

Phonological 
Units

Physical 
Measurements

Discrete Continuous

Time-invariant Time-varying

Low 
Dimensionality

High 
Dimensionality

Context-
independent

Context-
dependent

Gestures



Subsegmental Units

• LINGUA 

• Demi-syllable text-to-
speech system

• but each feature had its 
own temporal extent and 
rules could specify their 
alignment

Invariant subsegmental articulatory units (eventually gestures) with temporal 
extent may exhibit various temporal alignments to each other and to the units  
of neighboring segments, including partial and complete overlap.


➡ “mis”-alignment of units can have phonological consequences

 Autosegmental Phonology
Goldsmith, Leben,  Anderson 

Fujimura

Fujimura, O. “Temporal Organization of Articulatory 
Movements as a Multidimensional 

Phrasal Structure”, Phonetica 38, 271-88, 1981.  




Subsegmental Units:  What has been learned?

• Subsegmental units (gestures) do 
not float freely but are 
coordinated to one another in 
phonologically-specific ways.

• Coordination may involve 
synchrony (at onsets) or 
sequentiality, and more…

• Organization of gestures into 
segments is not a good predictor 
of coordination type (but syllable 
structure is):

• Gestures belonging to a 
sequence of segments may be 
coordinated synchronously (e.g. 
onset consonant an vowel).

• Gestures belonging to a single 
segment may be coordinated 
sequentially (e.g., velic and oral 
gestures of a nasal in coda).
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Fig. 2. Samples showing the marked time points for gesture onset (vertical line 1) and peak (vertical line 2) and the target plateau interval (rectangle).
Velum aperture is in the top panel of each figure and tongue tip aperture in the bottom panel for each individual example.

Fig. 3. A sample schematizing the dependent variables of velum aperture
displacement (VELDISP) and velum–tongue tip lag (LAG). A negative LAG is
shown in this example.

Fig. 4. Pooled results showing mean LAG for onsets, juncture geminates,
and codas.
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CodaOnset

Byrd et al, (2009)

“bow know” “bone oh”



Variation in temporal overlap 
• Gestures at the boundaries of words (or syllables) can overlap at 

relatively fast speech rates,

• Overlap can produce perceived assimilations (Byrd, 1992) or deletions, 
even when produced gestures are unaltered.

• Important role of prosody in “segmental” alternations.

8

from  Tiede et al. 2004.
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Modeling variation due to prosody:

• Phrase was generated automatically by computational model (TaDA), then 
boundary gesture slowing effects were added, using π-gesture (Byrd & 
Saltzman, 2003)

• [d] release emerged automatically at boundary, due to decrease in overlap 
of Tongue Tip and Lip Gestures.

“told before”

Talker 15

11/38 Transcribers hear boundary

μbeam

[d] release

Tongue Tip 

Apertures:

Lip 

Talker 12

Only 2/38 Transcribers hear boundary

μbeam

Time (s)
0 1.397

0

5000
π-gesture

Time (s)
0 1.071

0

5000

TaDA:

NO π-gesture 

No [d] audible



Subsegmental Units:  What has been learned?

• Early hypothesis (Browman & Goldstein, 1990) 

• All post-lexical assimilatory alternations arise from 
systematic changes in overlap or reduction in gesture 
magnitude.

• This hypothesis was not supported.

• E.g.,  place assimilation in Spanish (Honorof, 1998)

Digan “paja” alto.
Digan “caja” alto.

Final /n/ assimilates to following labial or dorsal.
Coronal gesture is fully deleted and resulting labial or 
dorsal is longer than it is in control utterances with no 
final /n/.  (e.g., Diga “paja” alto).



Coordination relations in grammar (Gafos, 2002; 2019)

• In Moroccan Arabic, coordination relation 
between consonant gestures plays a critical role 
in morphophonology.  

• In stem-affix junctures, sequences of 
homorganic consonants are coordinated with 
partial overlap such that there is no release.

• In morphological templates, homorganic 
consonants are coordinated with no overlap 
such that there is a release between them  
 (C   C).

• That constraint in templates conflicts with the 
preferred coordination relation in templates 
(CoC), as exhibited in heterorganic sequences.

• Conflict plays out in a variety of ways in 
template satisfaction.
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Fig. 2: Non-overlapped sequencing of two homorganic consonants within a morpho-

logical template (left) versus overlapped sequencing at the stem-affix juncture (right).

homorganic stops are coordinated in an overlapped scheme. Therefore, two distinct

coordination relations are involved. This state of affairs cannot be expressed in an a-

temporal phonology, where such temporal relations are not part of the representations.

For concreteness, let us introduce some definitions. A time lag between two se-

quential homorganic stops, as in the [t^t] part of Fig. 2, requires that the gesture of

the second consonant begin late in the release phase of the gesture of the first. We re-

fer to this coordination relation with the acoustic output [t^t] by the shorthand C$C.

Acoustic outputs resembling [C^C] in that the constrictions of the two consonants

are separated by some time lag are also present in heterorganic clusters. Dell and

Elmedlaoui (2002, p. 231) speak of a robust generalization in terms of a required

intervening “audible release” between any two stops. We prefer the closely related

but verifiable notion of “open transition” (Catford 1988, p. 118; see also Bloomfield

1933, section 7.9): in a sequence of two consonants C1C2, C1’s release must precede

C2’s constriction. In other words, there is an inter-constriction lag between C1, C2.

There is strong evidence for this temporal relation in MA stop-stop sequences. In our

Structure in mind, structure in vocal tract 11

C1
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C1

C2

target

release

onset o↵set

C�C

C$C

Fig. 4: In standard phonological representations, the only notion of temporal is the trivial left-to-right

sequencing of segments. This notion is relevant but insufficient because it collapses the distinction between

the two different coordination relations C1$C2 and C1�C2 as shown here. C1 precedes C2 in both. But

the relative arrangement of the characteristic landmarks (onset, target, release, offset) within the temporal

structure of the two units coordinated is clearly different. This difference furthermore has phonological

consequences (see text).

Shorthands such as C$C or C�C are phonological entities. Specifically, C�C is a

statement about language-particular organization, just as the shorthands for the sym-

bols /b/ or /k/ denote (language-particular) phonological entities. In addition to being

like a symbol, C�C is also a control structure of apparently the same abstractness and

responsiveness to perturbation as that characterizing other areas of skill (Bernstein

1967). To appreciate the lawful flexibility and abstractness of these control struc-

tures, consider Fig. 5 showing data on how two speakers effect the open transition.

The vertical line standing at the 0 of the abscissa is the C1 release timepoint. Abscissa

values indicate the C2 onset timepoint relative to C1 release. The majority of data,

all points to the right of the vertical line, show C2 onset starting before C1 release as

expected. Sometimes C2 onset is after C1 release, a ‘late’ C2. Nevertheless, all are

Affix
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Fig. 3: Movement traces of lower lip and tongue tip in /bda/, /dba/ clusters. The two vertical lines de-

marcate the timepoints of C1 release and C2 target, with the first always occurring before the second. This

is known as an open transition. Whereas this open transition is seen in both clusters, an acoustic release is

not evident in /bd/.

coordination relations was developed, this usage served the purpose of emphasizing

the neglected dimension of representations for phonological theory. Here we use the

term coordination relation or simply coordination. Furthermore, we use the term tim-

ing in the context of quantifying coordination relations by using notions of so-called

‘real time’ as in scales of milliseconds or absolute durations.

TT LIP

/dba/
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Subsegmental timing and overlap: Going forward 
• How can distinct, abstract coordination patterns be formally 

characterized, within a dynamical model?

• Contrasting coordination patterns in Moroccan Arabic

• Cross-language typology in degree of overlap of C sequences 
across syllables (Zsiga, 2000 Kochetov et al., 2007; Yanagawa, 2006)
• Russian, Georgian  little or no overlap C   C

• German, English    partial overlap CoC

• Cantonese            near complete overlap

• Within-word vs. across-word overlap. prosodic boundaries?

• Across languages C1 C2 sequences in which C1 is anterior to C2 are 
produced with more overlap than when C2  anterior to C1 (Chitoran 
et al., 2002)

• Why?  And does the answer provide inside into the more 
fundamental spatiotemporal mechanisms of sequencing??

• Segment-internal gestural coordination & phonotactics  
e.g.,  English rimes with liquids (Walker & Proctor, sub)

• Subsegmental timing and Q-theory (Inkelas & Shih, 2016)
13



Articulatory Phonology:  
Key ideas of resolution

• Dynamical systems 
representation 

• Articulatory Synergy 
representation

• Temporal overlap of 
subsegmental units

Phonological 
Units

Physical 
Measurements

Discrete Continuous

Time-invariant Time-varying

Low 
Dimensionality

High 
Dimensionality

Context-
independent

Context-
dependent

Gestures



Dynamical Systems
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• Two parts of system:

• State:  quantity whose change 
over time (t) or space (x) or 
both is being described

• Law:  local relation between 
neighboring states 

Fowler, C. A., Rubin, P., Remez, R. E., & Turvey, M. T. (1980)
Implications for speech production of a general theory of action
In B. Butterworth (Ed.), Language Production, New York: 
Academic Press, pp. 373-420

Fowler, C. A. (1980)
Coarticulation and theories of extrinsic timing control
Journal of Phonetics, Vol. 8 pp. 113-133

Kelso, J. A. S., Tuller, B., & Harris, K. S. (1983)
A 'dynamic pattern' perspective on the control and 
coordination of movement
In P. MacNeilage (Ed.), The production of speech, New 
York: Springer-Verlag. 7,

Law holds everywhere in space or time
Law is fixed while state is changing

Example Dynamical System

I State: Amount of water in bathtub (x)

I Rule for change:
Change in x = �1

2x

Time H20
1 100
2 50
3 25
4 12.5
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Linguistics 285 (USC Linguistics) Lecture 7: Speech Synthesis, Dynamical Systems February 5, 2014 10 / 18

�x = �.5x

If phonological units are dynamical laws,
time-varying and time-invariant are lawfully 

related 



Context-independence and discreteness
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Goal

I Same rule for change:
Change in x = �1

2x

I All initial conditions, positive, negative, zero, result in the same goal
value, 0.
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Applying this system to the production of /d/, the goal of 0 mm distance
between the tongue tip and alveolar ridge will be achieved regardless of initial

position and an appropriate smooth path will be produced.
Linguistics 285 (USC Linguistics) Lecture 7: Speech Synthesis, Dynamical Systems February 5, 2014 15 / 18

• Context-dependence:  
Same context-independent Law will result in different context-
dependent, continuous time functions as a function of initial 
conditions.

• Discrete Attractors:

• All Initial conditions result in same value after a long enough time.

• The system is seeking a goal: 
stable equilibrium or an attractor.

• Time function is continuous, but attractor is discrete. 

• Same Law always has the same attractor, though it may fail to be 
reached.  

�x = �.5x



Dynamical system as model of phonological units
• Fowler (1976,1980) was the first to see 

that defining phonological units as 
dynamical system could solve the 
problem of incompatible descriptions of 
phonology and phonetics.

• Phonological units are laws with fixed 
parameter values that are context-
independent.

• The phonetic state (x) corresponding 
to a phonological unit evolves over 
time in a continuous, context-
dependent way.

• Solution is non-dualistic. Phonology 
and phonetics require no ‘interface” 

• Phonological constants and time-
varying phonetic quantities are in 
same equation.

17

�x = �kx+ C

Law 

Goal 

C

k

Stiffness:  
Rate of goal attainment 

k



Dynamics & phonology:  what have we learned
• Dynamics of gestures and their real-time production:

• Adequate reproduction of intelligible speech that mimics signature properties of speech is possible 
modeling gestures as critically damped linear second order dynamics (task dynamics).

• Some allophony can be modeled through undershoot:  gestural activation < time to reach target (given k)  
spirantization in Spanish (Parrell, 2011; 2018)

• Non-linear spring (‘soft’) may model kinematics better than linear system  
(Sorensen & Gafos, 2016)

• Dynamics of gestural planning: Nonlinear dynamical systems with multiple attractors

• Coupled planning oscillators represented in coupling graph can account for robust 
observations of inter-gestural timing as a function of syllable structure  and also 
variability in relative timing (Nam et al., 2009)

• Onsets gestures and nucleus are coupled in-phase.

• Nucleus and coda gestures are coupled anti-phase. 

• Multiple onset gestures are competitively coupled anti-phase, giving rise to C-Center effect in 
complex onsets, that can be used as a diagnostic of a complex onset.

• Competitive queuing model of gestural sequencing (through selection) in combination 
with a phasing model for selected units can account for a variety of aspects of 
phonological structure, e.g., moraicity (Tilsen, 2016)

• Phase transitions between attractors can emerge as control parameters vary
• gestural intrusion speech errors  (Goldstein et al., 2007)
• discrete alternations, pre-aspiration—> post-aspiration in WAS (Parrell, 2012) 
• Re-syllabification (deJong, 2001)

18



Dynamics & phonology:  what have we learned

19

• Grammar dynamics: shifts between attractors as a function of biasing 
parameters account for both discrete and continuous aspects of 
phonological alternations.

• Harmony (Gafos & Benus, 2006)
• Weight-to-stress (Goldsmith)



Phonological categories (and sequences) 
in a dynamical grammar

• Phonological units can be represented as dynamical systems 
in the state space of goal (task) variables.

• These systems have attractor states, determined by the x0 of 
the dynamical system.

• But there is quantitative variability in the value of x0 
associated with a given phonological unit (e.g., gesture), some 
of which is not accounted for by gestural overlap .

• stochastic

• prosody and rate context

• other context?

• Also qualitative (category-changing) variability —alternations



Phonological categories (and sequences) 
in a dynamical grammar

• In a traditional grammar, the categories are purely 
symbolic, and not intrinsically connected to phonetic 
substance, so quantitative variability in x0 does not 
undermine their belonging to the same category/unit.

• But in a dynamical grammar, they are intrinsically related, 
so what identifies the distinct x0 as belonging to the same 
unit?



Dynamical Constraints (Gafos & Benus, 2006)

• Dynamical systems that model 
the preferences of the grammar 
to select certain phonetic states 
(e,g. x0)

• A simple first-order system 
exhibits an attractor along some 
continuous state variable x, that 
represents a task variable,  e.g. 
Lip Aperture.

• All trajectories converge at LA 
= -2.

• IDEA:  The grammar produces 
only one stable value for this 
unit, no matter what kind of 
“input” the grammar begins 
with.

• ALTERNATE IDEA: Planning 
process derives only one goal 
for the unit, regardless of how 
planning is initiated.

dx

dt

= �k(x� x0)

x0 = �2

k = .95



Potential Functions
• Attractors of a dynamical system of 

this type can be visualized by 
plotting its potential function V(x).

• The potential is obtained by 
integrating the differential equation.

• So therefore,  the change of x in 
time is equal to the negative slope 
of the potential function.
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V(x) = (k(x−x0)
2)/2  k=−2; x0=−1
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histogram of solutions

V (x) =
k(x� x0)2

2

dx

dt

= �d(V (x))

dx

0-2-4 2 4

x0 = �2 k = .95

dx

dt

= �k(x� x0) • Imagine dropping a ball on the 
potential function landscape.

• Where the slope is non-zero,  
there will be change in state  
towards the attractor.

• At the attractor, the slope is zero 
and there will be no change.

V

x = Lip Aperture



 Stochastic Variation

x

• Noise term can be added to differential equation, which results in 
a distribution of final values of x when differential equation is 
simulated multiple times.

• The result is a distribution of values that can be compared against 
observed distributions.

 0-2-4 2 4 

0-2-4 2 4

x
dx

dy

= �k(x� x0) + ⇣

x = Lip Aperture



Contextual Variation: Spanish stops
(Parrell, 2011)

• Spanish voiced  stops vary between stops 
and approximants.

• variable, but roughly:  
stops phrase-initially 
approximants medially

• Parrell found that the CD (LA) of /b/ is 
dependent on the gesture duration

• Longer duration at prosodic boundary 
gives rise to full closure (narrower 
constriction degree)

• Closure is undershot when gestural 
duration is shorter.

• However,  there are ranges of duration 
that show overlap of /p/ and /b/, but their 
LA do not overlap: /b/ < /p/

 x0 of /b/ and /p/ must differ slightly Gesture Duration (ms)

Li
p 

A
pe

rt
ur

e 
(m

m
)



Modelling /b/-/p/ in TaDA

80 ms 200 ms

/b/

/p/

• x0 differs for /b/ and /p/.

• So lip closure gesture 
(phonological unit) has a 
context-dependent target 
value depending on the 
associated laryngeal 
gesture:

• larynx lowering for /b/

• glottal abduction for /p/ 

• How do we model the 
context dependence 
dynamically?



Contextual Variation in Dynamical Law

• Adding an additional 
constant parameter C 
to law can shift the 
value that will show 
minimum potential 
(attractor).

• Effect is to “tilt” the 
potential function

• Single law for lip 
closure gesture with 
contextually varying 
value of C
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Dynamics: Going Forward 

• Interaction of planning and production models

• How does feedback of various kinds modulate ongoing 
planning?

• Planning models are purely temporal, not spatiotemporal

• Spatial properties of gestures modulate timing:  
Onset-nucleus gestures are not synchronous when the 
nucleus is a syllabic consonant. (Pouplier & Benus, 2011) 

• Role of sonority in syllable structure

• Dynamical syllabification model of Goldsmith (Goldsmith & Larson, 1990)

• How can this be integrated with model of timing?

28



Articulatory Phonology:  
Key ideas of resolution

• Dynamical systems 
representation 

• Articulatory Synergy 
representation

• Temporal overlap of 
subsegmental units

Phonological 
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Physical 
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Articulatory Synergy Representation:
Task Dynamics

30

• Performance of any skilled motor task requires cooperation of several 
independently moveable body parts, or articulators.

• e.g., reaching for an object on a table

• There is large (possibly infinite) set of articulator postures that will 
achieve the task. This is sometimes called redundancy. 

• When we learn to perform a task, we learn a pattern of dependency 
among the articulators specific to the task. This is called a synergy or a 
coordinative structure or more recently,  a control law.

• The synergy allows the task to be performed in different ways

•  in different environmental contexts. 

•  by different actors 

Saltzman, E., Kelso, J. A. S. (1987)
Skilled Actions: A Task-Dynamic Approach
Psychological Review, Vol. 94 (1) pp. 84-106

Saltzman, E., & Munhall, K. G. (1989)
A Dynamical Approach to Gestural Patterning in 
Speech Production
Ecological Psychology, Vol. 1 (4) pp. 333-382



Task space for gestures

• Task dynamics and phonology:

• Gestures are motor tasks performed by a set of articulators to achieve a 
goal.

• Define dynamics at the level of the task:  
Dynamical system produces time-varying changes in the task variable that 
is then distributed across a set of articulators in a context-dependent way.

• In what space are the tasks of gestures specified?

• Auditory properties

• Acoustic properties 

• Aerodynamic properties

• Vocal tract constrictions
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Different gestures may have different task spaces



Hypothesis: Tasks are constrictions of 5 
effector systems

Task Articulators
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ASY: Articulatory Synthesizer

Rubin, Baer & Mermelstein (1981)



Motivation for constriction tasks
(1) Major determinant of acoustic properties (formants)

(2)  Utility:  
Task dynamic model needs to know the forward map:  
q is a vector of articulators;  x is a vector of task variables):

• And also the Jacobean:

• Given the simplified articulatory model (ASY), these can be 
calculated analytically from the geometry. 

(3) Locality
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Section 2 will serve to explain our methodology, includ-
ing a formal description of direct and differential kinematics
in Section 2.1, the creation of our data sets in Sections 2.2
and 2.3, as well as a review of ANNs and LWR in Sections
2.4 and 2.5. An explanation of our model optimization pro-
cedure is in Section 2.6 and an overview of our experiments
for evaluation is in Section 2.7. In Section 3, we provide the
results of our experiments: Section 3.1 provides the results
on two synthetic data sets in terms of accuracies in estimat-
ing direct and differential kinematic relationships, while Sec-
tion 3.2 provides direct kinematic accuracies on a real
speech data set. In Section 4, we discuss the performance
of ANNs and LWR, and in Section 5, we present our con-
cluding remarks and remaining challenges for this line of
work.

2. Methods

Broadly stated, our methodology involves the genera-
tion of two large corpora of parallel articulator and task
vectors using an articulatory model of the vocal tract. We
then employ both ANNs and LWR to estimate the direct
and differential kinematics of this model from the data.
Parameter tuning was done by examining accuracy of the
direct kinematic estimation on a development set of held-
out data. Evaluation was then performed by examining
accuracy of both the direct and differential kinematics on
a heldout test set. In this section, we provide detail about
the theory and implementation of our methods, as well as
the specific rationale for our choices.

We would like to be especially clear regarding the moti-
vation for using synthetic data, given that this study is ulti-
mately aimed at developing methods which can be used on
real data. Indeed, we intend to apply these methods to real
data, which we discuss in our concluding remarks (see Sec-
tion 5). The use of synthetic data is driven by the need to
evaluate the differential kinematic estimates. These cannot
be evaluated on real data since the relevant relationships
are not directly observable, in contrast to direct kinematics
which can be precisely measured and for which the accu-
racy can be evaluated by calculating the residual error in
task space. For synthetic data, on the other hand, the dif-
ferential kinematics are known a priori and can be used as a
standard for evaluation.

With this in mind, we also develop and demonstrate
methods for parameter tuning (i.e., model selection) and
model training that do not depend on knowing the differen-
tial kinematics, and therefore can be performed on real
speech data where knowledge of these aspects is not avail-
able. We also wish to emphasize that deriving estimates of
the direct and differential kinematics in the way we demon-
strate is completely repeatable on real articulatory data.

2.1. Direct and differential kinematics

Given a vector q, representing n low-level articulator
variables of the system, and a vector x, representing m

high-level task variables of the system, the relationship
between them is commonly expressed by the direct kine-
matics equation, of the form:

x ¼ kðqÞ ð1Þ

where the function kð$Þ represents the forward map which
is assumed to be complex and nonlinear. It is the forward
map that we are attempting to learn from a representative
corpus of parallel example pairs of q and x.

We are particularly interested in modeling kð$Þ so as to
facilitate derivation of the Jacobian matrix:

JðqÞ ¼

@x1=@q1 $ $ $ @x1=@qn

..

. . .
. ..

.

@xm=@q1 $ $ $ @xm=@qn

0

BB@

1

CCA ð2Þ

The Jacobian is a compact representation of knowledge
regarding the posture-specific 1st-order partial derivatives
of tasks with respect to articulators. It allows us to write
the differential kinematics equation, which relates articula-
tor velocities and task velocities in the following way:

_x ¼ JðqÞ _q ð3Þ

Note that this equation expresses the relationship
between _q and _x as a linear transformation. This kind of
approximation allows for such an elegant mathematical
formulation of the kinematics. It also highlights why
locally-linear methods, such as LWR, are appropriate for
estimating kinematic relationships.

It is possible that further approximations, if appropri-
ate, may allow additional simplification of the mathemat-
ics. In certain applications (e.g., Cootes et al., 2001), it is
appropriate to assume that the differential kinematics are
globally constant. This means that the Jacobian is no
longer a function of the pose (i.e., JðqÞ % J and _x ¼ J _q).
We do not believe that this approximation is appropriate
for the speech production system, but future work may
help determine this (see Section 5).

As mentioned above (see Section 1), an understanding
of differential kinematics allows one to address fundamen-
tal issues of system characterization. Indeed, the Jacobian
is one of the most useful tools for characterizing systems.
For example, postural singularities can easily be identified
by examining the rank of the Jacobian. If it is rank-defi-
cient, then there is a singularity at the current posture. Sim-
ilarly, an examination of the range and null of the Jacobian
provides a formal analysis of articulatory redundancy. The
Jacobian also represents sufficient information about the
kinematics to apply the Uncontrolled Manifold Method.

2.2. Kinematic model

The model we utilize in generating our data is the TAsk
Dynamic Application (TADA) (Nam et al., 2004; Nam,
2006), an implementation of the Task Dynamic model of
articulatory control and coordination (Saltzman, 1989).
The specific articulatory model at the core of TADA is
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GEST

Computational Model (TaDA)
• Because of lawful relation 

between phonological 
analysis as a structure of 
gestures and the resulting 
vocal tract movements 
and sounds, it was possible 
to test phonological 
hypotheses using 
quantitative data.

• But only with an explicit 
model…. GEST …TaDA

• assimilations, deletions

• temporal vs. spatial 
control (targetlessness)

• syllable structure

34 “mad”



Gestural score

35

“pan”

time

• Input to task dynamics: activation interval of each 
gesture (Time during which its dynamical system governs the vocal 
tract). 

• Labels in boxes represent the task goal dynamical parameter



Representing Contrast in 
Gestural scores

• Presence or absence of a gesture employing a given constriction 
device (intrinsically discrete)

• Contrastive parameter values for a given task (for example a 
coronal stop differs from a coronal fricative in the Task Variable 
of Tongue Tip Constriction Degree)

• Temporal Organization
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Locality of constriction tasks

• Constrictions produced by effectors are local are local within 
the vocal tract.

• Because the actions of constricting organs are partially 
independent of one another, multiple constrictions can be co-
produced with minimal interaction, resulting in parallel 
transmission of information units(Liberman et al., 1967). 

• In contrast, the acoustic properties of the vocal tract are global, 
they are dependent on all the constrictions that are active.
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What have we learned about constrictions as tasks ?

• Evidence supporting constrictions 

1. Constrictions (Location and Degree) are specified by formant 
frequencies and amplitudes (Iskarous, 2010)

2. Constriction information contributes to  
(automatic) speech recognition (Mitra et al., 2011)

3. Sites in the motor cortex during speaking code coordinated 
articulatory motion forming labial, coronal & dorsal constrictions 
(Chartier et al, 2019).

• Evidence supporting other task variables 

1. Role of auditory information in speech production (Houde & Jordan, 
1998)

2. Evidence for lowered F3 as goal of /r/ production (Nieto et al, 2005)

3. Patterns of neural activation in the motor cortex during listening 
code auditory patterns, not constrictions. (Cheung et al., 2016).
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1. Constrictions are specified by formant frequencies 
and amplitudes (Iskarous, 2010)

• If constriction gestures are phonological units, they should be 
engaged during speech perception and should therefore be 
recoverable from acoustics.

• It known that the relationship of fully specified vocal tract area 
functions to formant frequencies is many-to-one (Atal et al., 1976).

• However:

• Constriction information is more constrained than arbitrary 
area functions

• Taking formant bandwidths (or amplitudes) into account 
further constrains the solution.
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Fourier decomposition of area functions  
(Iskarous, 2010, after Schroeder,  Rice, Öhman)

• Area function of vocal tract can be decomposed into anti-symmetric 
and symmetric fourier components

• The anti-symmetric components correspond to constrictions within 
tube that is closed on one end and open at the other.

• Symmetric components are relevant when lips are narrowed.
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(Sondhi) tube attached to the mouth (Schroeder, 1967). This
technique requires speakers to produce speech without phonat-
ing, which is unlikely to accurately reflect natural speech.
Schroeder (1967) and Gopinath and Sondhi (1970) used this
technique successfully, but for inversion to be useful in natural
speech perception, it must be performable on the speech signal as
normally produced.

An alternative model (Kelly & Lochbaum, 1962) of the vocal
tract is also lossless throughout the tract, but the termination at
one end is a resistance, i.e., a frequency-independent loss. This
type of model is traditionally termed a Discrete Matched
Impedance model (DMI) (Furui, 1989), since a frequency-
independent loss at one end of the tube implies that sound
waves, when they reach that end, would simply exit without
reflecting back into the mouth. So there is no impedance
mismatch, i.e., the impedance is matched.

Atal (1970), Atal and Hanauer (1971), and Wakita (1973)
showed that if the vocal tract is modeled as DMI, and if radiation
and glottal effects on the overall system transfer function can be
compensated for, it is possible to invert the speech signal and
obtain the shape of the vocal tract.3 They also introduced
algorithms for extracting vocal tract shape from the speech
signal. Wakita (1973), Markel and Gray (1976), and Harrington
and Cassidy (1999) illustrated the working of the vocal tract

reconstruction algorithm by deriving reasonable vocal tract
shapes for static vowels, vocalic transitions, and consonant–vowel
transitions from single participants. However, there has never
been an investigation of an entire vowel system for a large
number of speakers.

Atal (1970)’s result is based on the following: for a DMI
system, both required resonance frequencies (closed-open and
closed–closed) are obtainable from the speech signal itself. Atal
(1970) and Wakita and Gray (1975) effectively showed that the
input impedance of a DMI system is derivable from the transfer
function, the frequency-domain representation of speech signal.
This is not true for the lossless systems analyzed by Schroeder
(1967) and Mermelstein (1967), where the input impedance and
transfer function are independent functions. Milenkovic (1984)
presented a power balance argument for deriving the simple
relation between input impedance and transfer function for DMI
systems, and Wakita and Gray (1975) presented an algorithm for
deriving the lip input impedance from the speech signal using
linear prediction.

However, several researchers have shown that the quality of
vocal tract shape reconstruction using these algorithms is
sensitive to signal processing issues. The most problematic issues
are bandwidth mis-estimation, use of incorrect models to
compensate for glottal and radiation spectral effects, and the
necessity of assuming vocal tract length. Sondhi (1979) and
Strube (1977) showed that it is possible to estimate unlikely vocal
tract shapes if the bandwidths are misestimated or if improper
preemphasis is applied. Wakita (1977) showed that the
algorithms are sensitive to changing the assumed vocal tract

Fig. 2. Vowel /]/ area function (top panel) from Fant (1960), with antisymmetric (second panel) and symmetric components (third panel), and reconstruction of the area
function from its Fourier components. Bottom panel shows the spatial ‘‘spectrum’’ for /]/.

3 We use the term ‘‘shape of the vocal tract’’ to refer to the area function
normalized with respect to the amplitude of the area. Since all algorithms for
inversion yield the area function only up to a constant, we will use the terms
‘‘vocal tract shape’’ and ‘‘area function’’ interchangeably.
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function, leading to a peak in the spatial spectrum, it means that
the area function has a spatial mode of variability similar to that
sinusoid. For instance, a high peak for the first anti-symmetric
component means that the area function is enlarged in the
pharynx and constricted in the oral cavity, whereas a high peak
for the first symmetric component means that the vocal tract is
constricted in the middle and open at both ends. The spatial
spectrum of the logarithm of the area function is shown in the
bottom panel, showing a high negative coefficient for the first
anti-symmetric component, a high positive coefficient for the
second anti-symmetric component, and smaller coefficient for
the first symmetric component.

Schroeder (1967) and Mermelstein (1967)’s main result, based
on first-order perturbation theory, is that there is a direct one-to-
one linear relation between the coefficients of the Fourier
components of the logarithm of the area function and the formant
frequencies of the acoustic signal, under two conditions at the
ends of the vocal tract. This correspondence was motivated by
first-order perturbation theory, and supported by Mermelstein
(1967)’s simulations of more general configurations. If the Fourier
components are numbered such that the odd numbered ones are
anti-symmetric and the even ones are symmetric, the quantitative
relation between the spatial anti-symmetric Fourier component
coefficients a2n!1, and the formant frequencies Fn

co for the closed-
open condition is

a2n!1 ¼!2
Fco

n !f co
n

f co
n

,

where n¼1, 2, 3,y and fn
co is nth formant frequency of a neutral

tube for a given tube length (e.g., f1
co¼500, f2

co¼1500, f3
co¼2500,

etc. for a 17.5 cm tube). So if the closed-open formant frequencies
are known, along with the corresponding formant frequencies for

a neutral tract, the anti-symmetric components of the area
function can be constructed. Note that if the formant frequency
measured from the signal is higher than the corresponding
neutral tract formant frequency, the Fourier component coeffi-
cient is negative, whereas if the measured formant frequency is
less than the corresponding neutral tract formant frequency, the
coefficient is positive. For the area function in Fig. 2, for instance,
since the coefficient of the first anti-symmetric component is
large and negative, the first formant should be high relative to the
neutral configuration, and, since the coefficient of the second anti-
symmetric component is large and positive, the second formant
should be relatively low, with other formant frequencies close to
their neutral value. There is, therefore, a close correspondence
between the familiar spectrum derived from the speech wave-
form, traditionally parameterized with formant frequencies, and
the anti-symmetric spatial spectrum of the log area function. It is
important that this correspondence is a purely physical relation
between formant frequencies and area functions.

Schroeder (1967) and Mermelstein (1967)’s results suggest
that partial information about the area function can be obtained
from closed-open resonance frequencies alone. Constraints on
articulation lead to highly anti-symmetric shapes for area
functions of several vowels. Indeed, Mermelstein (1967) was able
to perform high quality prediction of the area function changes in
natural speech from the formant frequencies alone, while holding
the symmetric components of the vocal tract fixed. However, his
method was most successful only for vowels like /i/ and /]/, which
have a strong anti-symmetric component, but it was not
successful for vowels like /u/ with a constriction near the middle
of the vocal tract, introducing a strong symmetric component. To
directly measure both sets of resonance frequencies for any
vowel, speech is measured at the end of a long impedance

Fig. 1. Antisymmetric and symmetric basis functions of the discrete Fourier transform.
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Recovery of constrictions

• Anti-symmetric components of area 
function are directly related to formant 
frequencies:

• Symmetric components can be estimated 
from formant amplitudes.

• Recovery of TBCD and TBCL from 
formant frequencies and amplitudes of 
data from XRMB:
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contrasts revealed by pairwise comparison are approximately the
same in the measured and F+A estimated sets. Therefore the
XRMB-measured CD and the F+A derived CD contrasts agree
in how they distinguish American English vowels from each
other. Moreover, the formant-only and formant-and-amplitude
estimates were almost identical, indicating that the formants
alone are sufficient in extracting constriction parameters for the
front series.

Fig. 4b shows the CD data for the back series of vowels. Again
the overall patterns in both sets are similar and both ANOVAs
showed significant differences between the groups (po .01;
measured set F(4, 190)¼179.3; estimated set F(4, 190)¼22.2).
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were the same in both sets of data
except for three pairs: /u/-/R/, /o/-/L/, and /o/-/]/ as can be seen in
Table 2, which shows the pairwise differences in means. Out of
the ten pairwise comparisons, the F+A derived CDs differ from the
XRMB-derived CDs on three contrasts. Again, the formant-only
and formant-and-amplitude estimates perform very similarly,
indicating that CD for vowels can be derived from formant
frequencies only.

Fig. 5 shows the measured and estimated CL for the front and
back series. Acoustic estimates of CL for /i/, /i/, and /e/ are
different in z-score magnitude from the XRMB-measured ones,

but they agree on the placement of these vowels in the system of
American English vowels. For /e/ and /æ/, however, there is
discrepancy. The XRMB-based measurement takes these to be
vowels whose major constriction is in the front of the vocal tract,
whereas the acoustic reconstruction assigns their constriction
location to be in the back. However, this discrepancy is most
probably due to the fact that there is no information in the
pharyngeal region in the XRMB data. Moreover, these two vowels
are low front vowels and may also have a constriction in the
pharynx (Wood, 1979). Also superimposed on the figure are CL
measurements from the area functions of 6 speakers of American
English estimated from MRI by Story (2005),7 also expressed in
z-scores. Comparison of the articulatory Story CL and F+A acoustic
CL estimate in Fig. 5 shows that the two estimates rise and fall
together, even though they are from different sets of speakers.

Fig. 4. Means and standard errors for constriction degree (CD) for the front series (a) and back series (b) of vowels for 39 speakers of American English, measured from
XRMB (black), acoustically reconstructed (dark gray).

Table 1
Pairwise difference in means of CD for 5 American English front vowels from 39 speakers. In each cell, the left member is the difference measured from XRMB data (XRMB)
and the right member is from formant+amplitude reconstruction (F+A). Bold numbers indicate a significant difference (po .05).

/i/ /i/ /e/ /e/ /æ/

XRMB F+A XRMB F+A XRMB F+A XRMB F+A XRMB F+A

/i/

/i/ " .84 " .65

/e/ " .92 " .47 " .070 .18
/e/ "1.75 "1.32 " .90 " .67 " .83 " .86
/æ/ "2.09 "1.72 "1.2 "1.16 "1.17 "1.38 " .34 " .44

7 Constriction locations were calculated from the MRI data by automatically
searching for the 1.5 cm region with the most minimal constriction in the vocal
tract, excluding 2.5 cm at the rear and 2.5 cm at the front for the males and 2 cm at
the rear and 2 cm at the front for the females. These exclusions were performed to
insure that the primary oral constriction is the one estimated. The horizontal
position was then taken as an estimate of CL and the area at that location was
taken as an estimate of CD.
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This general agreement is an indication of the quality of the
acoustic estimate. Crucially, for the vowel /æ/ the F+A derived CD
estimates agree with CL estimates from the MRI data in that both
are pharyngeal. However, the CL vowel of /e/ is more advanced
than predicted acoustically. This is likely due to the presence of
both back and front constrictions as can happen for this vowel,
but the acoustic estimate used here is not sensitive enough to
approximate the balance between them. The Story data CL
estimate also agrees with the F+A estimate, showing that the
F+A estimates are able to estimate the presence of a constriction
near the middle of the vocal tract. Indeed, the most significant
difference between the formant frequencies-only and F+A
reconstruction is that for the vowel /u/. The formants-only
estimate of /u/ CL is not significantly different from that for /i/,
according to a Tukey HSD test, whereas the /u/ CL obtained from
formant frequencies and amplitudes is significantly posterior
to that for /i/. Table 3 presents the difference in means in
standard deviations between the vowel categories for the Story
(2005)-derived CL measures and the formant frequencies and
amplitudes estimates. Of the 45 contrasts 6 do not agree, how-
ever inspection of the z-scores shows that the z-scores are quite
similar between the estimates and the measures, therefore the
discrepancy is more likely to be due to the different magnitudes of
variabilities in the two sets of data, and is not due to essential
differences in how each conveys the contrasts between vowels in
American English.

The LA data are shown in Fig. 6. The comparison is between the
F+A derived LA (which are the same for the formant frequency
only and amplitude and formant frequency data, since the
symmetric functions have 0 contribution at the ends of the
vocal tract), the XRMB data, and the Story et al. data (calculated
simply as the last value in the area function). All the rounded
vowels except /L/ have significantly lower LA than the non-
rounded vowels for the acoustic estimate and the measurements.
The lack of rounding for the vowel /L/ is somewhat unexpected,
but the articulatory data also shows that for that vowel, there is
no significant rounding. Table 4 presents the difference in means
of LA for the American English vowels for the XRMB data (left) and
the acoustic reconstruction (right). There is agreement in 40 out
of the 45 contrasts. Four out of the 5 discrepancies are over the
vowel /L/, which both the articulatory data and the acoustic data
estimate to be as unrounded as the front vowels, but they differ
in its precise positioning among the vowels leading to the
discrepancies. Another discrepancy is for the /e/-/]/ contrast,
however both the measured and estimated LA agree in that both
vowels are unrounded as can be seen from the magnitude of the
z-scores, which are positive for both.

As noted in the discussion of Fig. 5 and Table 2, there are three
contrasts in CD for the back series of vowels in which there is
discrepancy between the estimated and measured data: /u/-/R/, /o/-
/L/, and /o/-/]/. It should be noted that all these pairs are
distinguished in terms of rounding for both the measured and

Fig. 5. Mean and standard errors for constriction location (CL) from 3 American English vowels for 39 speakers of American English, measured from XRMB (black cross),
acoustically reconstructed (gray circle), and formants-only reconstruction (dashed), and MRI (gray).

Table 2
Pairwise difference in means of CD for 5 American English back vowels from 39 speakers. In each cell, the left member is the difference measured from XRMB data (XRMB)
and the right member is from formant+amplitude reconstruction (F+A). Bold numbers indicate a significant difference (po .05). A black box around a pair indicates
discrepancy between the articulatory measurement and the acoustic reconstruction.

/u/ /R/ /o/ /L/ /]/

XRMB F+A XRMB F+A XRMB F+A XRMB F+A XRMB F+A

/u/

/R/ ! .91 ! .34

/o/ !1.32 ! .95 ! .40 ! .60

/L/ !2.08 !1.22 !1.16 ! .90 ! .75 ! .29

/]/ !2.22 !1.28 !1.31 ! .91 ! .90 ! .30 ! .14 ! .00
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ASR 
system

Recognized 
wordsGestures

TV estimationAcoustic Feature  
extraction

Architecture of gesture-based ASR system 
Mitra, V., Nam, H., Espy-Wilson, C., Saltzman, E., & Goldstein, L. (2011).

2. Constriction information contributes to 
automatic speech recognition

• If gestures are phonological units that represent contrast, and they are 
defined using constriction tasks, recovering constriction time functions 
(Task Variables, or TVs) and Gestures (k, C) should aid ASR.

• Estimating TVs from acoustics should contribute to increased success 
in recognition in noise (robustness).



• Model estimating TVs from MFCCs was developed for a synthetic data base of 
number strings using TaDA, since the TVs that actually generate the acoustics were 
known exactly.

• Single ANN trained for all TVs at once (addresses non-linearity of mapping)  
3 hidden layers (150-100-150 nodes)

• Acoustic features: MFCC  
13 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
standard robust representation of vocal tract acoustics

• A contextual window was used (170msec)

• Estimated TVs were noisy → processed by Kalman smoothing

Constriction TV estimation using ANN

13 MFCC

8 TVs



Estimation of TVs from real data
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know the groundtruth TVs for this natural utterance, it cannot be shown in the plot. Comparing Fig. 8 and 

9 we observe that the estimated TVs for both the natural and synthetic speech show much similarity in 

their dynamics at clean condition; with noise addition the dynamic characteristics of the trajectories starts 

to deviate away from that at clean condition.  

 
Fig. 8 The spectrogram of synthetic utterance ‘two five’, along with the ground truth and estimated (at 

clean condition, 15dB and 10dB subway noise) TVs for GLO, LA, TBCL, TTCL and TTCD. 
 

 
Fig. 9. The spectrogram of natural utterance ‘two five’, along with the estimated (at clean condition, 15dB 

and 10dB subway noise) TVs for GLO, LA, TBCL, TTCL and TTCD. 
 

In [53] we have shown that TVs can be estimated relatively more accurately than the flesh-point pellet 

trajectories for clean speech. To further validate the TV’s relative estimation superiority over the pellet 

trajectories for noisy speech, we trained a 3-hidden layer FF-ANN pellet-estimation model using TADA-
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• ANN models trained from on TaDA were applied to digit strings in the 
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trajectories (Art-14) when used in addition to MFCCs, where the backend uses 3-mixture components per 

state. Fig. 12 clearly shows the superiority of TVs over Art-14 for improving the noise-robustness of a 

word-recognizer. Although Art-14 is found to improve the noise robustness over the MFCC baseline, it 

fails to perform as good as TVs. 

 

Fig. 12. Average word recognition accuracy (averaged across all the noise types) for the baseline, 

MFCC+TV using the three different number of Gaussian mixture components per state, and 

MFCC+Art14 using a 3 Gaussian mixture component per state model 

 

C.3 Speech enhancement 

This section examines how speech enhancement will interact with the use of TV estimates and MFCCs. 

We used the preprocessor based MPO-APP 7  speech-enhancement architecture described in [64] to 

enhance the noisy speech signal from Aurora-2. Four different combinations of MFCC and TV estimates 

were obtained depending upon whether or not their input speech was enhanced8. Fig. 13 presents the 

average word recognition accuracies obtained from these four different feature sets. Similar to the results 

                                                 
7 MPO: Modified Phase Opponency and APP: Aperiodic-Periodic and Pitch detector. The MPO-APP [3] speech 
enhancement architecture was motivated by perceptual experiments. 
8 The MFCCMPO-APP and the TVMPO-APP are the MFCCs and TVs that were obtained after performing MPO-APP 
enhancement of the speech signal. 
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Contribution of Constriction TVs
• Substantial improvement in word recognition in noise by 

adding TVs.  Why??

• Acoustic signal is rich in 
information, much of it is not 
relevant to gestures or to word 
identification.

• When signal is clear,  the richer 
acoustic signal (MFCC) performs 
much better than TVs alone.

• But when signal is noisy, the 
reduced information needs to 
project into subspace that is 
optimal for contrast.  
TVs alone actually perform a bit 
better than the MFCCs

• Human listeners also use 
constriction information in making 
perceptual judgments under noisy 
conditions (Ausilio et al. 2009)
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Fig. 11. Average word recognition accuracy (averaged across all the noise types) for the baseline and TVs 

with different s. 
 

 

 

C.2 TVs in conjunction with the MFCCs 

Frankel et al. [44, 45] noticed a significant improvement in recognition accuracy when the estimated 

articulatory data was used in conjunction with the cepstral features, which we also observed in our prior 

work [57]. We used the baseline MFCC features along with the estimated TVs for the ASR experiments. 

Here we considered three different models by varying the number of word (digit) mixture components per 

state from 2 to 4, identified as “Model-2mix”, “Model-3mix” and “Model-4mix”, where “Model-3mix” is 

the baseline model distributed with Aurora-2. Fig. 12 compares the recognition accuracy5 of MFCC+TV 

from the different word models to the baseline accuracy using MFCC only. Adding TVs to MFCCs 

resulted in significant improvement in the word recognition accuracy compared to the baseline system 

using MFCCs only. The improvement is observed at all noise levels for all noise types. Note the baseline 

here is the result from the Model-3mix6, which showed the best performance amongst the models using 

MFCC+TV as shown in Fig 12. Also in Fig. 12 we show the performance of the 14 flesh-point pellet 

                                                 
5 The recognition accuracy here is averaged across all the noise types. 
6 We used this model for the rest of this paper. 
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Figure2
3. Coding in ventral sensorimotor cortex (vSMC)

• Electrocorticography (ECoG)  
application of a mesh of tiny 
electrodes directly on the surface 
of the brain of a patient who is 
being prepared for brain surgery.

• Allows recording from very small 
populations of neurons.

• Developed at UC San Francisco in 
Edward Chang’s lab

• Examine multiple sites in vSMC 
while patient is speaking.

• Test which descriptions of speech 
best predict patterns of activation 
in particular electrode locations.  

47

Josh Chartier, Gopala K. Anumanchipalli, Keith Johnson, Edward F. Chang (2019).  
Encoding of articulatory kinematic trajectories in human speech sensorimotor cortex.  
Neuron.



Encoding of electrode activity 
• Possible predictors

• Phonemes
• Formant frequencies
• Coordinated patterns of multiple articulators that form constrictions
• kinematics of Individual articulators

• Because only acoustics are recorded, in order to evaluate 
articulators and constrictions, authors trained a model to infer 
time functions of EMA markers on Lips, Tongue, and Jaw audio 
(overall correlation of original and inferred EMA = ~.65 for 
untrained speaker).

• Best predictor of electrode activity was EMA pattern associated 
with a gesture: coordinated articulator activity that produces 
and releases a constriction.

• Results consistent with Mugler et al., (2018) that show 
preference for gesture encoding over phoneme encoding in this 
area, and in IFG (inferior temporal gyrus, part of Broca’s area).
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Example from one site
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Inferred EMA

Electrode Activity

Weights

Weight pattern corresponds to 
coordinated articulator motion 
that produces and releases a 
coronal constriction.



Sites code distinct constricting effectors
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What have we learned about constrictions as tasks ?

• Evidence supporting constrictions 

1. Constrictions (Location and Degree) are specified by formant 
frequencies and amplitudes (Iskarous, 2010)

2. Constriction information contributes to automatic speech 
recognition (Mitra et al., 2011)

3. Sites in the motor cortex code coordinated articulatory motion 
forming labial, coronal & dorsal constrictions (Chartier et al, 2019).

• Evidence supporting other task variables 

1. Role of auditory information in speech production (Houde & Jordan, 
1998)

2. Evidence for lowered F3 as goal of /r/ production (Nieto et al, 2005)

3. Patterns of neural activation in the motor cortex during listening 
code auditory patterns, not constrictions. (Cheung et al., 2016).
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1. Role of auditory information in speech production 

• Two sources of evidence for the real-time use of auditory 
feedback during speech production

➡ Auditory properties should be part of the task space (and 
forward map) of gestures

52

Sensorimotor adaptation (e,g., Houde & Jordan, 1998)
Sustained alteration of feedback can result in adaptation 
of speech production that is maintained after the 
alteration ends.  (retuning of forward map)

Speech-induced suppression (e.g., Chang et al., 2013)
Response from some areas in auditory cortex (posterior 
superior temporal cortex) is reduced while speaking, 
compared to just listening to the same audio signal.
(efference copy)

Cortical Neurophysiology During Pitch Perturbation of Vocalization.
We used time–frequency analyses (Hilbert transform) to extract
the high-γ component of the local field potential (50–150 Hz)
(19, 24, 25). This component has been found to correlate well
with neuronal spiking (26, 27) and to be a reliable indicator of
focal, event-related cortical activity; therefore we focused our
analysis on the high-γ band. Examination of all the electrodes
over the lateral hemisphere (Fig. 2A) revealed significant high-γ
activity in the peri-Sylvian sensorimotor network for vocalization.
Time–frequency spectrogram plots of the local field potential from
three representative auditory posterior temporal gyrus electrodes
(e21, e22, and e23) and one representative vocal motor precentral
gyrus electrode (e45) from an example subject are shown in Fig. 2
to illustrate varying response types. These spectrograms, averaged
across all trials, show strong evoked neural modulation in the high-
γ band as well as in lower α- and β-band frequencies (e.g., e23).
Furthermore, the high-γ responses, in contrast to the other bands,
demonstrated a clear temporal flow of phasic activation that dif-
fered between speaking and listening. (High-γ responses for rep-
resentative electrodes in all subjects are shown in Figs. S1 and S2.)

At the onset of vocalization (Fig. 2B), the ventral precentral
gyrus electrode showed activation preceding the vocalization,
consistent with anticipatory motor commands (e45; high-γ re-
sponses are at right). During the listen condition, a small activation
was observed in thismotor electrode following the onset, consistent
with a “mirror neuron” response (24, 28). Multiple auditory elec-
trodes showed activation increases after the onset, primarily over
the posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG; e21 and e22) and at
the temporal–parietal junction (e23) (29, 30). During the listen
condition, the response magnitude was largely identical across
these electrodes. In contrast, during the speak condition, we ob-
served heterogeneous response properties, with some electrodes
showing no change from the listen condition (e22) and others
showing substantially suppressed activity (e21). Electrodes showing
this suppressed activity were defined as “SIS” electrodes.
During the 400-ms pitch perturbation, heterogeneous re-

sponse types were observed in pSTG at different latencies and
amplitudes (Fig. 2C). e22 and e23 had low-latency, high-am-
plitude responses which showed significant enhancement dur-
ing the speak condition (compared with the listen condition).
These responses reflect an augmented sensitivity to unexpected
feedback while the subject was actively vocalizing. Electrodes
showing this enhanced activity were defined as SPRE electro-
des. Following this auditory response, increased high-γ activity
was observed in the motor electrode (e45) at ∼200 ms after the
perturbation onset. Additionally, a small increase in high-γ
activity was observed in the listen condition, consistent with
a mirror-neuron response to the speech audio.
These findings demonstrate the time course of cortical activa-

tion from the motor to auditory cortices at the onset of vocali-
zation and vice versa during the perturbation. The auditory cortex
shows bidirectional modulation of activity by speech onset (SIS)
and pitch perturbation (SPRE). Importantly, auditory electrodes
can show a strong SPRE effect with no SIS (as in e22), suggesting
separate mechanisms for the two types of auditory modulation.

Cortical Activity During Perturbation Predicts Compensatory Behavior.
To probe the behavioral implications of perturbation-related
neural activity, we used the trial-by-trial activity at each electrode
as a predictor of compensation. Fig. 3A is a raster plot showing
single-trial high-γ activity in the speak condition, time-aligned to
peak compensation and sorted by percent compensation, for
each of the electrodes shown in Fig. 2. For the correlated elec-
trodes, the neural response is strongest at the top of the plot,
where compensation is highest. Fig. 3B shows the behavioral
compensation of each trial as a function of per-trial high-γ
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2. Evidence for lowered F3 as goal of /r/ production

• Articulatory variability in /r/ production is inversely related to 
the the effect of the variability on F3. (Nieto et al, 2005)
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cates that in fact for this subject a significant amount of
articulatory variability !98%" could be associated with this
constriction target. While each subject shows indication of
one or more possible phonemic targets, the collapsed results

across all subjects !All Subjects row" indicate that F3 is the
most consistent phonemic target among the hypothesized
variables. Small effects on F3 are associated on average with
a significant amount of articulatory variability !91%, p
!0.03). In contrast, small effects on none of the hypoth-
esized tract target variables are found to be significantly as-
sociated across subjects (p"0.21) with the extent of articu-
latory variability. Small effects on tongue-body constriction
degree and location and lip constriction degree are among
the best competing tract variable hypotheses, each associated
with about 75% of the articulatory variability !not signifi-
cantly greater than 50%, p!0.21). The plots at the bottom of
the figure show the associations between effect on each tar-
get variable and articulatory variability in a continuous form.
Again, the acoustic target F3 is best supported by our data,
showing the strongest inverse association (R2!0.44), as ex-
pected from a motor control strategy that utilizes F3 as a
phonemic target.

These results indicate that, among the target variables
tested, F3 is the most likely target variable that appears con-
sistently across subjects in the production of /./. In particular,
they show that if, for a given subject, deviating from an
average /./ configuration along a given articulatory direction
was found to have a relatively large impact on F3 !low F3
stability", then that subject tended to show little articulatory
variability along this articulatory dimension. Conversely, if
deviating along a given articulatory direction was found to
have relatively little impact on F3 !high F3 stability", then
the subject tended to show a larger amount of articulatory
variability along this articulatory dimension. We will refer to
this as a predictive relationship between acoustic stability
and articulatory variability. Figure 4 highlights the continu-
ous !left" and dichotomous !right" description of this rela-
tionship. Each dot in the left plot represents an articulatory
dimension for a given subject. Their position represents the
relative effect of each articulatory dimension on F3 !in per-
centage load, compared to other dimensions for the same

FIG. 3. Relation of hypothetical target variables to articulatory variability
during /./ production. Top: Categorical analyses. Table shows the percentage
of articulatory variability associated with small effects on each hypothesized
target variable !columns" for each subject !rows", and across all subjects
!last row". Statistically significant percentages are highlighted. For refer-
ence, plots at the left of the table schematize the shape of the articulatory
variability for each subject. Bottom: Continuous analyses. Plots show the
relation between each articulatory dimension’s variability !abscissa" and its
effect on some of the most likely target variables !ordinate". Each dot in the
plots represents an articulatory dimension !i.e., a direction of movement of
the articulators" for a given subject. Both articulatory variability and effect
on target variable are represented in log percentage units.

FIG. 4. Predictive relationship between acoustic stability and articulatory variability. Left: The extent of articulatory variability !in percentage of total
variability for each subject" vs the effect on third formant frequency !in percentage load for each subject—see the text for details" for all articulatory
dimensions for all subjects !each dot represents an articulatory dimension—a direction of movement of the articulators—for a given subject". The thick line
represents the inverse relation fit to data !approximating the curve y!10/x). Black/gray points represent the articulatory dimensions that, for each subject,
would be categorized as small/large effect on F3 components. The inverse relation shown in this plot is identified as a predictive relation between acoustic
stability and articulatory variability Right: Consistency of found articulatory/acoustic relations across subjects. The percentage of articulatory variance
associated with large/small effect on F3 components is shown for each subject. Under the null hypothesis !articulatory variability not associated with the
effect on F3) these percentages would be equal !50% each". A strong bias of the articulatory variability towards those articulatory dimensions that have a
small effect on F3 is apparent in all the experimental subjects.
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formant frequency descriptors!. In this model, the control
mechanism moves the articulators in the direction that would
bring the formants of the resulting auditory signal closest to
the targeted formants, without reference to an explicit vocal-
tract shape target. Articulatory variability then arises natu-
rally as a consequence of the many-to-one mapping between
the articulatory configurations and the audible acoustic char-
acteristics of the produced sound. In other words, for these
models articulatory variability reflects the variety of articu-
latory configurations that would produce the desired acoustic
properties.

Often "e.g., Saltzman and Munhall, 1989; Guenther
et al., 1998! the distinction is emphasized between the ar-
ticulatory configurations "the state of articulatory variables,
such as jaw aperture! and the resulting vocal-tract shapes
"the state of tract variables, such as tongue dorsum constric-
tion degree!. This highlights the redundancy of the speech
articulatory system. For example, a particular tongue dorsum
constriction degree can be achieved with a relatively low jaw
height and a relatively high tongue-body height "relative to
the jaw!, or a higher jaw height and lower tongue-body
height can be used to achieve the same constriction degree.
More generally, both articulatory and tract variables repre-
sent different coordinate frames that can be used to represent
the state of the vocal-tract apparatus "see MacNeilage, 1970,
for an introduction to the concept of coordinate systems in
speech production!. Tract variables represent a more abstract
coordinate frame than articulatory variables, since there is a
one-to-many relation between tract variables and articulatory
variables defined by the geometrical relations among them.
In the same way, acoustic or auditory variables "Guenther
et al., 1998! can be simply thought of as yet another coordi-
nate frame for the representation of the articulatory state.
They also represent a more abstract coordinate frame than
articulatory variables, in that there is a one-to-many relation
between auditory and articulatory variables. The analysis of
variability in articulatory configurations in the production of
a given phoneme, similar to the analysis of errors in a point-
ing task "Carozzo et al., 1999; McIntyre et al., 2000!, is a
useful approach for uncovering an appropriate coordinate
frame for the representation of targets in speech production.
We thus believe that the analysis of articulatory variability
should serve to direct the definition of motor control models
of speech production. Based on this view, the goal of the
current paper is twofold: "1! to characterize, in a paradig-
matic example of articulatory variability "American English
/./!, the extent of articulatory variability in relation to hy-
pothesized target representations "relevant tract and acoustic
variables!; and "2! to test whether a model of speech motor
control based on an acoustic target definition, together with a
speaker-specific vocal-tract model, can explain the specifici-
ties of the observed articulatory variability in individual
speakers. To these ends, we first present new, model-based
analyses of electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer
"EMMA! data on seven subjects from a previous study
"Guenther et al., 1999!. These analyses characterize the ex-
perimentally observed articulatory variability in relation to
hypothesized target variables. We then provide simulation
results of an auditory target model controlling the move-

ments of speaker-specific vocal-tract models based on mag-
netic resonance imaging "MRI! scans of the vocal tracts of
two of the seven experimental subjects. The model move-
ments are then compared to those of the modeled speakers.
Note that the present study addresses only the production of
American English /./. Several aspects of this paper’s meth-
odology "to be described later! are specific to the class of
vowel and semivowel productions. The extent to which the
presented results generalize to the production of other pho-
neme classes "in particular, consonants! can only be ad-
dressed by further studies.

A. Variability analysis rationale

Previous analyses "Guenther et al. 1999! showed that
articulatory trade-offs during /./ production act to reduce F3
variability. In this paper we attempt to assess this kind of
finding in the context of different speech motor control theo-
ries by testing the ability of theoretically motivated phone-
mic target variables to predict the observed variability in
articulatory configurations. Our rationale is exemplified in
Fig. 1. Let us only consider the movement of the tongue tip
in this example. Imagine, during the production of a hypo-
thetical phoneme, the phonemic target consists of accom-
plishing a given tongue-tip constriction degree "distance be-
tween the tongue tip and the hard palate!. The expected array
of final configurations of the tongue tip for the production of
this phoneme would be expected to take the approximate
form shown in Fig. 1 left. The axes labeled A and B represent
the directions of articulatory movement resulting from a
principal component analysis "PCA! of the final articulatory
covariance2 of a number of productions of the phoneme, and
the gray arrow characterizes the direction of articulatory
movement affecting the degree of the tongue-tip constriction
the most. The right side of Fig. 1 plots for each articulatory
direction "A and B! their effect on the hypothesized target
variable "effect on constriction degree! on the x axis, and
their extent of articulatory variability on the y axis. This plot

FIG. 1. Schematic example of articulatory variability analysis for a single
articulatory measure of interest "tongue tip position!. Left: Hypothetical
configuration of tongue-tip positions in the production of a phoneme that
could be characterized by a tongue tip constriction degree phonemic target.
A and B represent the directions of the tongue tip movement resulting from
a principal component analysis "PCA! of the tongue-tip articulatory covari-
ance of multiple repetitions. The gray arrow represents the direction of the
tongue-tip movement affecting the constriction degree the most. Right: Plot
relating the extent of articulatory variability along each of the articulatory
directions "A and B! versus the effect that each of these directions has on the
hypothetical target variable "constriction degree!. The actual analyses per-
formed in this section attempt to provide evidence for several theoretically
motivated phonemic target definitions by extending this simple scheme to
the case of multiple articulatory measures of interest "indicated by six trans-
ducer positions located on the tongue, lips, and jaw of the speakers; see the
text for details!.
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Perkell

of five meaningful articulatory components covering 75.4%
and 83.7% of the total observed variability in shape for the
two subjects, respectively. The jaw component primarily de-
scribes the aperture/closure of the mouth, along with the as-
sociated lip aperture/closure, and lowering/raising of the
tongue body; the three tongue components describe approxi-
mately the raising/lowering of the apical and dorsal areas of
the tongue and its front/back movement; the lip component
describes the frontal extension !protrusion" of the lips !cf.
Maeda, 1990; see also Sec. IV". Components derived from
other vocal-tract segments !a velum component, describing
the opening/closing of the nasal cavity; and a laryngeal com-
ponent, describing the raising/lowering of the base of the
laryngeal region", were estimated but not explicitly used in
the simulations presented in this paper !other than any of
their movement that was associated with the jaw compo-
nent". The articulatory to acoustic mapping was then esti-
mated by a linear fit between the articulatory configurations
!defined by the positions of each of these five components"
and the corresponding acoustic output !defined by the first
three formant values measured during the MRI scans". Fig-
ure 6 characterizes the resulting mappings by illustrating the
movements of the resulting speaker-specific vocal-tract mod-
els to achieve changes in F1, F2, and F3. Each column
represents for each subject the movement of the articulators,
starting from a rest or average configuration, that would be
associated with changes in an individual formant. The results
are consistent with standard characterizations !Schroeder,
1967; Fant, 1980" of high/low tongue configurations associ-
ated with low/high values of F1, respectively !left column in
Fig. 6", and front/back tongue configurations associated with
high/low values of F2, respectively !middle column in Fig.
6". At the same time, the resulting vocal-tract models accom-
modate the specificities of each subject. For example, Sub-
ject 2 tended to use lip protrusion more actively to lower F2

!see for example Perkell et al., 1993, 1995, where trading
relations between lip protrusion and tongue-body raising, ar-
gued to stem from their motor equivalence in the control of
F2, were investigated in the context of /É/ production". With
respect to the action on F3, Subject 1’s movement to de-
crease F3 can be interpreted from an acoustic theory analy-
sis as an increase in the front cavity length together with a
decrease of the palatal constriction area, both acting to lower
the third formant value. Subject 2 appears to decrease F3
primarily by increasing the size of the front cavity.

C. Simulations of Õ.Õ production

A simplified version of the DIVA model !Guenther
et al., 1998" was used to control movements of the speaker-
specific vocal-tract models for Subjects 1 and 2 while per-
forming /./ productions in different phonetic contexts. An
acoustic /./ target was defined by its first three formants val-
ues !#593, 1238, 1709$ Hz for Subject 1, and #376, 1476,
1990$ Hz for Subject 2", and the simulations were run start-
ing from articulatory configurations representative of the
leading context phonemes !see Sec. II C for details". In order
to compare the model simulations to the EMMA data, ap-
proximate transducer locations were manually identified !see
Sec. II" on each subject-specific vocal-tract model. Acoustic
and articulator trajectories for the production of /./ in the
contexts /~./, /$./, and /,./ were then obtained using the
DIVA model. These contexts were chosen to represent the
full range of articulations seen in the experimental data.

Figure 7 compares the experimentally measured EMMA
data !first row" to the simulation results !second row" for
each subject, in terms of the direction of movement of the
tongue transducers. The initial transducer positions in the
simulations is fixed to that obtained from the EMMA data 75
ms before the F3 minimum !dashed lines". The results indi-

FIG. 5. Diagram summarizing the main results in this section. The plot
represents in a schematic way the range of articulatory configurations !dots
in the plot" reached in the production of /./ under different phonetic contexts
!black boxes". The main results are !a" An acoustic variable (F3) is the best
predictor among the phonemic target variables tested for the shape of the
articulatory variability in the production of American English /./. The articu-
latory variability is maximal along the directions of movement of the articu-
lators associated with small F3 changes, and minimal along the directions
of movement of the articulators associated with large F3 changes. !b" The
intracontext articulatory variability !the articulatory variability for each of
the phonetic contexts" shows the same association with the effect of F3,
indicating not the action of a context-dependent target definition, but possi-
bly a common control mechanism utilizing an acoustic phonetic target.

FIG. 6. Characterization of speaker-specific vocal-tract models. Sample
movements of the models for Subjects 1 and 2 to change F1 !left", F2
!center", and F3 !right" are shown. For each subject, the deviations from a
neutral articulatory configuration necessary to produce an individual change
!increase/decrease" in each of the first three formants of the resulting audi-
tory signal is shown in each column !e.g., the first column represents the
movements associated with changes in F1 while keeping F2 and F3 con-
stant". The gray area represents the configuration that produces the highest
formant value !for the corresponding formant" among the configurations
represented.
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3. Patterns of neural coding in motor 
cortex during listening 

• Activation in motor cortex 
during listening:  
evidence for constriction 
activation during speech 
perception?

• Selectivity of vSMC electrodes 
during speaking vs. listening 
(Cheung et al., 2016)

• Electrodes found that respond 
differentially to /b,d,g/ are 
typically those that are active 
only during speaking.

• Electrodes that are active 
during both listening and 
speaking do not exhibit clear 
selectivity as a function of 
constriction (labial, coronal, 
dorsal).
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electrode activity and vice versa. In contrast to speaking, we did not observe somatotopic organiza-

tion of cortical responses when listening to speech. Therefore, the pattern of raw evoked responses

during listening shows critical differences from those during speaking.
We next evaluated quantitatively whether the structure of distributed vSMC neural activity during

listening was more similar to that of vSMC during speaking or the STG during listening. In previous

studies, we demonstrated that the structure of evoked responses are primarily organized by

Figure 2. Site-by-site differences in vSMC neural activity when speaking and listening to CV syllables. (a) Top,
vocal tract schematics for three syllables (/ba/, /da/, /ga/) produced by occlusion at the lips, tongue tip, and

tongue body, respectively (arrow). (b) Acoustic waveforms and spectrograms of spoken syllables. (c) Average
neural activity at electrodes along the vSMC for speaking (blue) and listening (red) to the three syllables (high

gamma z-score). Solid lines indicate activity was significantly different from pre-stimulus silence activity (p<0.01).

Transparent lines indicate activity was not different from pre-stimulus silence activity (p>0.01). Vertical dashed line

denotes the onset of the syllable acoustics (t=0). (d) Location of electrodes 1–13 in panel c, shown on whole brain

and with inset detail. CS = central sulcus, SF = Sylvian fissure.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.12577.006

The following figure supplement is available for figure 2:

Figure supplement 1. Syllable token set.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.12577.007
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Clustering of electrode activation patterns

•  vSMC

• Clustering by constriction 
type is strong during 
speaking.

• Clustering by constriction 
is weak during listening.   

• Clustering by acoustic 
properties during listening 
is strong, but a bit weaker 
than in STG

• Clustering by Manner is 
stronger than clustering by 
constriction (place) during 
listening in vSMC.

• Even in the motor cortex, 
coding is auditory during 
listening.
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Figure 4. Organization of motor cortex activity patterns. (a) Consonants of all syllable tokens organized by place

and manner of articulation. Where consonants appear in pairs, the right is a voiced consonant, and the left is a

voiceless consonant. (b) Relational organization of vSMC patterns (similarity) using multidimensional scaling (MDS)

during speaking. Neural pattern similarity is proportional to the Euclidean distance (that is, similar response

patterns are grouped closely together, whereas dissimilar patterns are positioned far apart). Tokens are colored by

the main place of articulation of the consonants (labial, velar, or alveolar). (c) Similarity of vSMC response patterns

during listening. Same coloring by place of articulation. (d) Organization by motor articulators. K-means clustering

was used to assign mean neural responses to 3 groups (labial, alveolar, velar) for both listening and speaking

neural organizations (b,c). The similarity of the grouping to known major articulators was measured by the

adjusted Rand Index. An index of 1 indicates neural responses group by place of articulation features. ***p<0.001,

Wilcoxon rank-sum (e) Organization of mean STG responses using MDS when listening. In contrast to c and d,

tokens are now colored by their main acoustic feature (fricative, voiced plosive, or voiceless plosive). (f)
Organization of mean vSMC responses using MDS when listening colored by their main acoustic feature. (Identical

to C, but recolored here by acoustic features). (g) Organization by manner of articulation acoustic features

(fricative, voiced plosive, voiceless plosive) for both STG and vSMC organizations when listening (e, f). The
similarity of the grouping to known acoustic feature groupings was measured by the adjusted Rand Index.

***p<0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum. (h) During listening, responses in vSMC show significantly greater organization by

Figure 4 continued on next page
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Figure 4. Organization of motor cortex activity patterns. (a) Consonants of all syllable tokens organized by place

and manner of articulation. Where consonants appear in pairs, the right is a voiced consonant, and the left is a

voiceless consonant. (b) Relational organization of vSMC patterns (similarity) using multidimensional scaling (MDS)

during speaking. Neural pattern similarity is proportional to the Euclidean distance (that is, similar response

patterns are grouped closely together, whereas dissimilar patterns are positioned far apart). Tokens are colored by

the main place of articulation of the consonants (labial, velar, or alveolar). (c) Similarity of vSMC response patterns

during listening. Same coloring by place of articulation. (d) Organization by motor articulators. K-means clustering

was used to assign mean neural responses to 3 groups (labial, alveolar, velar) for both listening and speaking

neural organizations (b,c). The similarity of the grouping to known major articulators was measured by the

adjusted Rand Index. An index of 1 indicates neural responses group by place of articulation features. ***p<0.001,

Wilcoxon rank-sum (e) Organization of mean STG responses using MDS when listening. In contrast to c and d,

tokens are now colored by their main acoustic feature (fricative, voiced plosive, or voiceless plosive). (f)
Organization of mean vSMC responses using MDS when listening colored by their main acoustic feature. (Identical

to C, but recolored here by acoustic features). (g) Organization by manner of articulation acoustic features

(fricative, voiced plosive, voiceless plosive) for both STG and vSMC organizations when listening (e, f). The
similarity of the grouping to known acoustic feature groupings was measured by the adjusted Rand Index.

***p<0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum. (h) During listening, responses in vSMC show significantly greater organization by

Figure 4 continued on next page
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Figure 4. Organization of motor cortex activity patterns. (a) Consonants of all syllable tokens organized by place

and manner of articulation. Where consonants appear in pairs, the right is a voiced consonant, and the left is a

voiceless consonant. (b) Relational organization of vSMC patterns (similarity) using multidimensional scaling (MDS)

during speaking. Neural pattern similarity is proportional to the Euclidean distance (that is, similar response

patterns are grouped closely together, whereas dissimilar patterns are positioned far apart). Tokens are colored by

the main place of articulation of the consonants (labial, velar, or alveolar). (c) Similarity of vSMC response patterns

during listening. Same coloring by place of articulation. (d) Organization by motor articulators. K-means clustering

was used to assign mean neural responses to 3 groups (labial, alveolar, velar) for both listening and speaking

neural organizations (b,c). The similarity of the grouping to known major articulators was measured by the

adjusted Rand Index. An index of 1 indicates neural responses group by place of articulation features. ***p<0.001,

Wilcoxon rank-sum (e) Organization of mean STG responses using MDS when listening. In contrast to c and d,

tokens are now colored by their main acoustic feature (fricative, voiced plosive, or voiceless plosive). (f)
Organization of mean vSMC responses using MDS when listening colored by their main acoustic feature. (Identical

to C, but recolored here by acoustic features). (g) Organization by manner of articulation acoustic features

(fricative, voiced plosive, voiceless plosive) for both STG and vSMC organizations when listening (e, f). The
similarity of the grouping to known acoustic feature groupings was measured by the adjusted Rand Index.

***p<0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum. (h) During listening, responses in vSMC show significantly greater organization by

Figure 4 continued on next page
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Figure 4. Organization of motor cortex activity patterns. (a) Consonants of all syllable tokens organized by place

and manner of articulation. Where consonants appear in pairs, the right is a voiced consonant, and the left is a

voiceless consonant. (b) Relational organization of vSMC patterns (similarity) using multidimensional scaling (MDS)

during speaking. Neural pattern similarity is proportional to the Euclidean distance (that is, similar response

patterns are grouped closely together, whereas dissimilar patterns are positioned far apart). Tokens are colored by

the main place of articulation of the consonants (labial, velar, or alveolar). (c) Similarity of vSMC response patterns

during listening. Same coloring by place of articulation. (d) Organization by motor articulators. K-means clustering

was used to assign mean neural responses to 3 groups (labial, alveolar, velar) for both listening and speaking

neural organizations (b,c). The similarity of the grouping to known major articulators was measured by the

adjusted Rand Index. An index of 1 indicates neural responses group by place of articulation features. ***p<0.001,

Wilcoxon rank-sum (e) Organization of mean STG responses using MDS when listening. In contrast to c and d,

tokens are now colored by their main acoustic feature (fricative, voiced plosive, or voiceless plosive). (f)
Organization of mean vSMC responses using MDS when listening colored by their main acoustic feature. (Identical

to C, but recolored here by acoustic features). (g) Organization by manner of articulation acoustic features

(fricative, voiced plosive, voiceless plosive) for both STG and vSMC organizations when listening (e, f). The
similarity of the grouping to known acoustic feature groupings was measured by the adjusted Rand Index.

***p<0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum. (h) During listening, responses in vSMC show significantly greater organization by

Figure 4 continued on next page
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Figure 4. Organization of motor cortex activity patterns. (a) Consonants of all syllable tokens organized by place

and manner of articulation. Where consonants appear in pairs, the right is a voiced consonant, and the left is a

voiceless consonant. (b) Relational organization of vSMC patterns (similarity) using multidimensional scaling (MDS)

during speaking. Neural pattern similarity is proportional to the Euclidean distance (that is, similar response

patterns are grouped closely together, whereas dissimilar patterns are positioned far apart). Tokens are colored by

the main place of articulation of the consonants (labial, velar, or alveolar). (c) Similarity of vSMC response patterns

during listening. Same coloring by place of articulation. (d) Organization by motor articulators. K-means clustering

was used to assign mean neural responses to 3 groups (labial, alveolar, velar) for both listening and speaking

neural organizations (b,c). The similarity of the grouping to known major articulators was measured by the

adjusted Rand Index. An index of 1 indicates neural responses group by place of articulation features. ***p<0.001,

Wilcoxon rank-sum (e) Organization of mean STG responses using MDS when listening. In contrast to c and d,

tokens are now colored by their main acoustic feature (fricative, voiced plosive, or voiceless plosive). (f)
Organization of mean vSMC responses using MDS when listening colored by their main acoustic feature. (Identical

to C, but recolored here by acoustic features). (g) Organization by manner of articulation acoustic features

(fricative, voiced plosive, voiceless plosive) for both STG and vSMC organizations when listening (e, f). The
similarity of the grouping to known acoustic feature groupings was measured by the adjusted Rand Index.

***p<0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum. (h) During listening, responses in vSMC show significantly greater organization by

Figure 4 continued on next page
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Task space: going forward
• Formant frequencies and constrictions variables should both be 

part of task space

• Also aerodynamic goals for acoustic sources:
• Pressures, laryngeal tension (McGowan & Saltzman, 1995)
• Voicing

• Turbulence?

• Intensity (for prominence)

• Since these goals (and formant frequencies) may result from 
action of more than one gesture, there needs to be a hierarchical 
organization of gestures into larger more global units to define 
such goals.

• Segments (constellations of gestures)?  
Problem is that the gestures composing the segment are often not 
synchronous.

•  When do the global goals actively control the articulators ??

• Similar to problem arises with Constriction Degree hierarchy  
(Browman & Goldstein, 1989) as a model of sonority (propagation  
of CD from local constrictions to vocal tract as a whole, through 
parallel and serial concatenation of tubes).  But when?
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Related problem going forward:  
Articulatory-Acoustics Binding Problem

• Patterns of neural activation in motor cortex during listening and 
speaking are distinct.

• Constriction gesture responses during speaking
• Acoustics / manner responses during listening.

• Given evidence for sensorimotor integration (e.g., adaptive responses 
to altered auditory feedback) what binds them together?

• One possibility is change over time.

• The way the acoustics, auditory patterns, articulatory patterns 
change over time ought to be linked to one another. 
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Temporal Modulation functions
• Articulatory: Calculate the sum of the squared change in all the X-ray 

microbeam markers at every frame (kinetic energy of articulators)

• Acoustic: Calculate the sum of the squared change in all the MFCC at every 
frame (kinetic energy of spectrum)

• 23 speakers from XRMB  corpus producing one sentence from ‘The Hunter’
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Temporal modulation in sensorimotor interaction 

4 

no audible hesitations and with only a single pause (after “bird”). The speakers were all students 137 
at the University of Wisconsin in the early 1990s. Their Dialect Base (described in Westbury et 138 
al., 1994, as “place of residence during linguistically formative years”) included 13 from 139 
Wisconsin, 3 from Illinois, 2 from Minnesota, and one each from Indiana, Colorado, California, 140 
Massachusetts and New Jersey. The data analyzed include markers attached midsagittaly to the 141 
upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL), lower incisor (LI), four tongue markers (tip to dorsum:  T1, T2, 142 
T3, T4), and simultaneous audio. 143 
 144 
Pause durations following the word “bird” were measured manually from a wide-band 145 
spectrogram, from the release of the final /d/ in “bird” to the release of the initial /b/ in “but.” 146 
The average syllable duration for each speaker’s production was estimated by taking the duration 147 
of the entire sentence for a given speaker, subtracting the pause duration (following “bird”), and 148 
dividing the result by the number of syllables (n=27). 149 
  150 
2.2 Articulatory Modulation Functions 151 
 152 
Articulatory change, or modulation, was defined for a given frame as the sum of the squared 153 
velocities of the 14-dimensions defined by the 7 markers x 2 dimensions (x,y), as in (1): 154 
 155 
(1)                     156 
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 159 
where m(i,j,k) are the marker positions for marker (i) 1-7 (UL, LL, T1, T2, T3, T4, LI), 160 
dimension (j) 1-2 (x,y), at frame k. Ignoring the mass of the articulators (i.e., treating all masses = 161 
1), MBEAM also is twice the kinetic energy of the set of articulators (KE = .5mv2).  162 
 163 
A version of microbeam corpus in Matlab format was employed. In this format, the data of all 164 
markers was interpolated to a fixed sampling rate of 145.6 Hz, so the duration of each frame was 165 
6.866 ms. Because of the differencing involved in computing the MBEAM function, it is 166 
effectively high-pass filtered and can be noisy. The resulting MBEAM functions were therefore 167 
smoothed. To determine the appropriate frequency cutoff for the smoothing filter, the frequency 168 
content in the microbeam marker signals themselves was considered. Since the tongue tip marker 169 
was acquired at the shortest original (nominal) sampling period during the data acquisition 170 
(before the acquired data were interpolated by a smoothing spline to make samples all equal in 171 
duration, Westbury et al., 1994), the magnitude spectrum of the vertical movement of the marker 172 
closest to the tip of the tongue (T1) for the test sentence produced by each of the speakers was 173 
examined. The results of a typical speaker are shown in Figure 1. For all speakers, the amplitude 174 
of the spectrum at 10 Hz is down by 60 dB from its peak value, and changes little at higher 175 
frequencies. A cutoff frequency of 12Hz was chosen, and the MBEAM functions were filtered in 176 
Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.) using a zero-phase, low-pass, 9-point Butterworth filter with a 12 Hz 177 
cutoff. In order to test if the resulting filtering overly determines the correlation results, another 178 
version of the MBEAM functions was created using a 25 Hz cutoff filter, and analyses were 179 
replicated using these functions.  180 

Temporal modulation in sensorimotor interaction 
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 181 
Temporal structure of each MBEAM function was characterized by finding the times of the 182 
successive maxima of the function (using the zero-crossings of its derivative). These maxima 183 
will be referred to as the modulation pulses. The mean inter-pulse interval and its standard 184 
deviation were calculated. 185 
 186 
2.3 Acoustic Modulation Functions 187 
 188 
The signal representation chosen as the basis of the acoustic modulation functions is a set of mel-189 
frequency cepstral coefficients (mfcc). In addition to fact that this representation is the standard 190 
in automatic speech recognition (Rabiner, Juang & Rutledge, 1993), it encodes the resonance 191 
structure of the vocal tract, but not voiced source fundamental frequency, which of course is also 192 
not captured by microbeam markers on the surfaces of the vocal tract. Mfccs have been used in 193 
work that has successfully estimated articulator point marker time functions from acoustics using 194 
deep neural nets (Chartier et al., 2018) and other techniques (Afshan & Ghosh, 2015; Mitra, 195 
Nam, Espy-Wilson, Saltzman & Goldstein, 2011). Mfcc parameters were calculated for the audio 196 
signals paired with the microbeam data using Matlab code developed by Kamil Wojcicki and 197 
available on the Mathworks File Exchange 198 
(https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32849-htk-mfcc-matlabh). The 199 
window size for the analysis was 25 ms, and time between frames was chose to be equal to the 200 
frame rate of the MBEAM functions, i.e., 6.866 ms. The audio signal was preemphasized using a 201 
high-pass filter (coefficients [1, -.97]), analyzed using 20 filterbank channels over the frequency 202 
range 0-3,700 Hz, as changes in this frequency range can be expected to be well determined by 203 
changes in the anterior articulator positions that do not produce the narrow constrictions 204 
associated for example with fricatives. The spatial representation of such narrow constrictions is 205 
expected to be poorly related to fricative acoustics due to the potential mechanical interaction of 206 
the marker with the palate. 13 mfcc parameters were extracted, similar to the dimensionality of 207 
the microbeam data. 208 
 209 
As the bandwidth of the unsmoothed mfcc parameters may be considerably higher than that of 210 
the microbeam markers, each coefficient was filtered using the same (12 Hz) smoothing filter 211 
used preceding calculation of the MBEAM modulation function. The (MFCC) modulation 212 
function was calculated as in (2) in a similar manner as the MBEAM modulation function: 213 
 214 
 215 
(2)                                      216 
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 219 
where f(i,k) represents the ith mfcc at frame k. Due to the resulting high-pass filtering, the 220 
resulting MFCC function was also smoothed using a zero-phase, low-pass, 9-point Butterworth 221 
filter with a 12 Hz cutoff. As with the MBEAM functions, another version was created using a 222 
25 Hz filter. The mean inter-pulse interval and its standard deviation were calculated in the same 223 
way as for the MBEAM function. 224 
 225 

• Modulation pulses

• Modulation functions exhibit a 
repetitive sequence of pulses (7-9 Hz).

• Generally one pulse per CV syllable 
(peak at C-V margin in spectrogram).

• Additional pulse if there is a coda.

• Articulatory and acoustic functions are 
robustly correlated.

• Better in narrow windows

• Solution to binding problem?



Modulation pulses: some speculations

• Modulation pulses could provide temporal anchors for more global task 
goals:  coordination of aerodynamic goals with respect to pulses.

• They could also provide a spatiotemporal basis for syllable structure.

• Highly speculative hypothesis:  
gestures are coordinated in such a way as to optimize a 7-9 Hz alternation 
in kinetic energy, potentially entrained to neural oscillations (theta?)

• Could account for synchronization of onset C and V: Synchronization 
produces single maximum of kinetic energy, followed by a minimum.

• Syllables obeying sonority sequencing should have clear modulation 
peaks separated by a minimum.

• Could account for preferred sonority clines:  
Larger differences in sonority will result in higher kinetic energy 
peaks.

• Relation to rhythmic / mosaic structure
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Prosody
• π gestures (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003)

• Model boundaries with a gesture whose task is to slow the speech 
production clock.

• Consequences of π gesture application

• Gestures are lengthened and slowed (reduced stiffness)

• Reduced overlap of neighboring gestures

• Lengthening of  Vs and Cs at boundary

• Oscillators at different levels of the prosodic hierarchy that can 
be coupled (Tilsen, 2009)

• Stress-timing vs syllable timing (O’Dell Nieminen, 1999) 

• Polysyllabic shortening (Saltzman et al., 2008)
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